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Disclaimer
Please read this disclaimer section in its entirety and consult legal and/or
financial experts for further guidance. The following information may be
incomplete or contain forward looking statements. This document in no way
implies a contractual relationship. While we make every effort to ensure that all
information in this White Paper is accurate and up to date, such material, in no
way constitutes professional investment advice. DUDGX neither guarantees nor
accepts responsibility for the accuracy, reliability, current (as of this White Paper)
or completeness of this content. Individuals intending to invest in the platform
should seek independent professional advice prior to acting on any of the
information contained in this paper.

Abstract
DUDGX came into being to solve the challenges that come with the
purchasing of protective padding for extreme sports with a focus on the
stringent quality demands of the Stunt Industry. We meet these stringent
quality demands by enabling partial customizations and full customizations of
pads using 3-D printing technology. 3-D printing technology partnered with
advanced materials offer our clients the superior protection and maximum
comfort while going about their day of extreme activities.
Our second goal is to make purchases of protective gear easier, faster, and
more secure by using DUDGX as our preferred method of payment. DUDGX is
a cryptocurrency that will assist in removing currency and exchange rate
challenges that occur when dealing in multi-national payments .
DUDGX video platform will feature videos of our ambassadors, extreme
activities, stunt and extreme sports professionals and amateurs
featuring our products. Our Competitions will be open to everyone that
submits their video and showcase their skills and fails. The prizes will be
DUDGX coins, products, and other items sponsored by our partners .

Introduction
DUDGX is changing protective pads industry with 3D printing and innovative
designing.

We are the first protective pads platform where you can fully customize
your high-quality protective pads made up from variety and advanced
materials up to stringent standards of and for Extreme Sports Athletes,
Action Movie Stars, and Stunt Industry Professionals worldwide. Our
products are created and designed by Professional Stunt Performers for
Professional Stunt Performers and extreme sport enthusiasts.
We have been in industry +/-10 years and we have worked and forged strong
connections worldwide. With over 10 years’ experience in the industry we
know firsthand the requirements of protective padding and the abuse the
equipment must withstand to assist in the prevention or reduction in personal
injury.
There are great pads companies out there but most of them only produce
standard sizes. They do not offer pads that are custom made to fit you. We had
spent so much time and money to find just the right fit. We knew that properly
fitting protective pads ensure that our bodies have significantly less chance of
being injured. In our industry the traditional way to locate good pads is via
word of mouth, but even then you cannot be sure if it’s going to fit correctly for
your specific requirements.
We offer two options with our pads. Option One is a standard sizes with minor
customizations and Option Two which is a fully customized protective pad set
created specifically to the dimensions of the end user. The fully customized
protective pad set is created using 3-D scanning technology and therefore is an
exact fit to our client who will be using the pads.
Sometimes the costumes in movies are very specific and it’s not as easy to hide
padding within the clothing as a result you end up using pads that don’t fit
you properly or you are forced to use low profile pads that don’t offer full
impact protection. Other times the costumes do not allow for protective
padding due to their design. We are developing, as part of our fully
customized line, sleeves that address this issue. The pad skins looks and
imitates real skin. To match your skin tone all we need is an image that
accurately
matches
your
skin
tone.

Innovation and design
With our innovative designs and ideas, we create only the best pads for you,
designed by Professional Stunt Performers.
We have gone through 6 phases of prototype testing with 3 different patent
pending designs. We had decided at the beginning of this project that simply
being the best custom fitted protective gear was "just not good enough".
Therefore, we are constantly upgrading our manufacturing equiptment,
designs and processes to produce the absolute best protective gear on the
market.
3D Printing technology is relatively new and many 3d printing companies are
constantly improving their products. So far we have upgraded to a better
industrial 3d printer and heated bed which has aided in producing better
prints, as new extruders enter the market we will continue raising the bar to
create new and innovative prototypes. Each prototype will go through 6
phases of testing before being released for use.
Testing includes:
• Flexibility
• Impact
• Pressure
• Heat
• Durability
• Comfort

Once we accomplish high quality results with a new prototype we will apply
for a patent of the prototype design. And soon afterwards we will launch
the new product into our sales Platform. Our sales platform will l i s t t h e
customization options for each product.

Payments
DUDGX will be our preferred payment method. All our customers paying with
DUDGX will always receive 5% off our products. Some of our products and
accessories are only available for purchase with DUDGX. We will offer preorders as well as an exclusive look in creation and testing of our new products.

DUDGX Video Platform
We are working on the DUDGX video platform where our fellow stunt
performers, brand ambassadors and extreme sports professionals will
showcase their skills, love for adrenaline, and tips and tricks.
The video platform will feature professionals, ambassadors and an amateur’s
corner. All three groups will be able to submit their videos and compete for
DUDGXcoin and DUDGX product prizes.
At least 3 months after the launch of DUDGX Video Platform we will reach out
to various sport brands, such as Monster Energy Drink, Sporting goods retail
stores, and extreme sports focused brands, stunt companies, and companies
for partnership and sponsorship.

Why would they choose us?
The simple answer is because in our stunt careers we have previously
established partnerships as a stunt team with brands such as Future Life,
New Balance, Puma, Oakley,7Star,Rush, Synergy and others.
Some of our established partners have been sponsored by Monster and Redbull.
We will make every effort to negotiate and close deals shortly after we launch
our video platform.

Our Vision
Our vision is to connect with international stunt teams and companies,
upcoming film directors, extreme sports professionals, bloggers, active wear
and extreme sports brands.
DUDGX video platform will showcase variety of skills including sports, action,
directing, writing, editing and creative visions of creators using our platform to
promote themselves and their capabilities. This will be another way of
introducing DUDGX in couple of industries that are connected and depend on
one another.
By introducing DUDGX in variety of industries we will also bring blockchain
awareness, it’s importance as an emerging technological innovation, and
DUDGX vision. We want to make buying of DUDGX as easy as sending an invite
on social media platform.
As we progress and achieve our goals we will focus on improving our project
and attracting more DUDGX users, investors and clients.
The most important goal we have is to continue to achieve all milestones that
we have set in our Road Map.

PoS (Proof of Stake)
PoS – Proof of Stake is a method used to confirm blocks on the blockchain and
it rewards coin holders based on amount held in your wallet.
It doesn’t use GPU and more electricity therefore PoS is faster, cheaper and
more efficient way of mining blocks and securing the blockchain. The
cryptographic calculations in PoS are much easier for computers to solve.
Additional protection of blockchain comes with the way PoS is discouraging
dishonesty and an attacker is penalized with a penalty. All you have to do is
hold your coins in your wallet and earn rewards that we have specified in coin
information.
The more coins you have the more often you will receive and earn coins from
transactions happening on the network. Make sure that your wallet is
unlocked so you can benefit from PoS System.

Masternodes (MN)
Masternodes are used to complete unique tasks in ways other nodes can’t.
Mainly, the Masternodes can secure and anonymize the transactions.
Masternodes provide the opportunity to invest in Cryptocurrencies with the
added benefit of earning guaranteed extra coins. Masternodes are run on a VPS
(Virtual Private Server) which is a cloud based server that you pay for on a
monthly basis.
To own DUDGX Masternode you will have to lock in 50000 DUDGX coins in
order to receive 65% on rewards from block 200
and beyond.

Mining-POW
Algorithm Xevan
XEVAN is a hashing algorithm for cryptocurrency mining.
Xevan algorithm is developed as a unique combination of dual X17 algorithm
with a 128 bit headers.
Xevan algorithm was founded and used by BitSend (BSD). Later, developers of
other cryptocurrencies started to implement Xevan algo as it refers to be ASICresistant, energy efficient and stable algorithm, you can make use processors
and Nvidia graphics cards. You can download miners that provide a stable hash
rate and mine and support the network. According to the developers of Xevan,
their goal was to create a secure system that would allow to mine
cryptocurrency on processors and video cards without the use of ASIC. The ASIChardware for the Xevan algorithm has not yet been created.
For DUDGX we have created a minimum amount of 0.001 DUDGX to be mined
from block 10 to block 200. The reason for minimum mining rewards was
because of the swap we had from DUDGcoin to DUGX and we wanted to give
opportunity to DUDGX holders to create Masternodes and only share rewards
with Pos.

DUDGX Coin
Has Private, Instant and Verified Transactions and is an MIT licensed, open
source, blockchain-based cryptocurrency with quick transactions and low fees.
DUDGX Masternodes require 50000 DUDGX to be locked in, in order to support
the DUDGX network and receive rewards. The following page has all
information on reward structure of DUDGX coin.

COIN INFORMATION
Pre-mine
60 million DUDGX to be used for swap, exchange funding and project
development.

Blocks

POW

10 – 200

DUDGX per block
0.001 DUDGX

POS

200 – 100000
100000 – 200000
200000 – 300000
300000 – 400000
400000 – 500000
500000 – 600000
600000 – 700000
700000 – 800000
800000 – 900000
900000 - 1000000

40 DUDGX
30 DUDGX
20 DUDGX
10 DUDGX
8 DUDGX
7 DUDGX
6 DUDGX
5 DUDGX
4 DUDGX
3 DUDGX

1000000 until the max supply is reached 1 DUDGX per block.

Port :38349
RPC Port : 38350
Block size : 1 Min
Block Time : 1 Minute
Stake Maturity : 45 Blocks.. Masternode
Reward 65% Pos Block Required DUDX
for a Masternode 50000
Algorithm : Xevan
Max Supply 500 000 000

Links
Website
https://www.dunderdogcoin.com/
Discord
https://discord.gg/wYHuKKG
Twitter
https://twitter.com/dudgxcoin
DUDGX Explorer
http://104.156.249.97:3001/
DUDGX Wallets Linux & Windows
https://github.com/DUDGdev/DUDGX/releases/tag/V1.0
POS Pool
https://stakeunited.com/
MNCN
https://mncn.online/coins/DUDGX

DUDGX on Crex24
https://crex24.com/exchange/DUDGX-BTC
Bitcoin Talk

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;threads;u=2301016;sa=showP
osts

